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hi david

here is a review you asked for after our phone conversation
i have had so much trouble with Enlightenment Co. they wont acknowledge that the Bellicon is at feult, i think
t>ecause of responsibility wom'es.

after much, much effort they have agreed to refund me most of the money as long as i waive all rights to sue
etc( $700) but it cost me $1000+ after taxes and double shipping etc.
how can i be the only one that has had a problem with this rebounder ?
I am also an experienced retx}under so my body is accustomed to this exercise
i give my permission for you to publish any part of below review;
i have been rebounding for many years and wanted a new one, after much investigation I discovered the 2
most expensive, The Cellerciser and the Bellicon rebounder, the Bellicon was much more expensive so i
bought it. thinking it should be the best.
no way. its worse than anything else I have tried. it immediately hurt my feet, speo'ficalty my arches,
because it n^de my feet pronate inwards. i tried many variations of bouncing, barefoot. anti pronating
runners. etc no luck, still hurt me. the bungees also frayed after one week (it costs $75 to replace the
bungees), the sellers said i needed the extra strong bungees, still no difference

so next i bought the Cellerciser. this one was perfect it had a nice soft bounce but not too deep, and the pad
moved downwards with my feet, father than tilting into the center. i can easily jog or bounce high or low.
because the pad seems to adjust to the exercise, its the best. many thanks

Nick
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